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ABSTRACT
The﻿ emerging﻿ industry﻿ of﻿ vertical﻿ farming﻿ (VF)﻿ faces﻿ three﻿ key﻿ challenges:﻿ standardisation,﻿
environmental﻿ sustainability,﻿ and﻿ profitability.﻿ High﻿ failure﻿ rates﻿ are﻿ costly﻿ and﻿ can﻿ stem﻿ from﻿
premature﻿ business﻿ decisions﻿ about﻿ location﻿ choice,﻿ pricing﻿ strategy,﻿ system﻿ design,﻿ and﻿ other﻿
critical﻿issues.﻿Improving﻿knowledge﻿transfer﻿and﻿developing﻿adaptable﻿economic﻿analysis﻿for﻿VF﻿is﻿
necessary﻿for﻿profitable﻿business﻿models﻿to﻿satisfy﻿investors﻿and﻿policy﻿makers.﻿A﻿review﻿of﻿current﻿
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Modern﻿ vertical﻿ farms﻿ utilise﻿ indoor﻿ farming﻿ techniques﻿ to﻿ take﻿ advantage﻿ of﻿ controlled-
environment﻿agriculture﻿(CEA)﻿technology﻿within﻿structures﻿such﻿as﻿shipping﻿containers,﻿warehouses,﻿
purpose-built﻿ plant﻿ factories,﻿ greenhouses﻿on﻿ rooftops﻿or﻿ the﻿ground,﻿ facades﻿ and﻿under-utilised﻿
















Figure 1. A Venn diagram to classify agriculture according to whether it is urban, indoor or vertical, or a combination. Adapted 
from (Breewood, 2019).
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6.﻿﻿ Increasing﻿ food﻿ safety﻿ through﻿ reduced﻿ variabilities﻿ of﻿ wildlife﻿ and﻿ increased﻿ traceability﻿
(Despommier,﻿2010;﻿Gordon-Smith,﻿2019);
7.﻿﻿ Reducing﻿direct﻿dependence﻿on﻿fossil﻿fuels﻿by﻿operating﻿electrically﻿(Despommier,﻿2010).




















Figure 2. The expected market growth for VF by revenue from aggregated values and averaged compounded annual growth 
rates values (see text)
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As a novel form of agriculture in many parts of the world, most CEA operators are struggling to 
raise the funding they need. In order for this to change, best practices that boost the confidence of 
investors need to be more accessible so that they can identify the winning models with confidence 
and keep investment deal flow. - Henry Gordon-Smith, Founder of Agritecture, from CEA Census 
2019 (Agritecture & Autogrow, 2019)
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Shao﻿ et﻿ al.,﻿ 2016).﻿ Baumont﻿ De﻿ Oliveira﻿ (2020)﻿ concludes﻿ that﻿ from﻿ all﻿ the﻿ economic﻿ analyses﻿
conducted﻿in﻿the﻿literature﻿for﻿VF,﻿only﻿one﻿attempt,﻿“VFer”﻿(Shao﻿et﻿al.,﻿2016),﻿has﻿been﻿made﻿to﻿
provide﻿flexible﻿and﻿adaptable﻿economic﻿analysis﻿for﻿various﻿farm﻿configurations.﻿VFer﻿is﻿used﻿to﻿





Relevant Decision Support Systems Literature
Decision﻿ support﻿ tools﻿ are﻿ an﻿ important﻿ part﻿ of﻿ evidence-based﻿ decision-making﻿ in﻿ agriculture,﻿
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Table 1. Software tools for VF practitioners
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As we are still in the initial stages of a promising indoor ag industry, we need more opportunities for 
knowledge/experience sharing, standardisation, education and collaboration to move the industry 
forward. More importantly, we need a more distributed network for innovation to work together to 
develop new innovation. - Eri Hayashi, Vice President of JPFA, as part of an exclusive interview for 


























expert elicitation Protocol with observations: Investigate-
Discuss-estimate-Aggregate (IDeA)
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*﻿signifies questions which have four-step question format applied in the absence of data
Responses﻿ from﻿other﻿questions﻿within﻿ the﻿ interview﻿ inform﻿estimates﻿ for﻿ labour﻿ costs,﻿ risk﻿











Figure 3. IDEA protocol with integrated observations adapted from (Hemming et al., 2018)
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Figure 4. Relationship of average yield over time depicted by a participant
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Equation﻿ 5﻿ calculates﻿ the﻿ cost﻿ of﻿ goods﻿ sold﻿ (COGS).﻿ The﻿ parameters﻿ are﻿ determined﻿ by﻿
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Figure 5. ROI profitability model utilising equations (1-9) for the risk assessment
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The﻿plant﻿ income﻿per﻿ plant﻿ for﻿ a﻿ customer﻿ segment﻿ (PI
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cumulative﻿ distribution﻿ functions﻿ called﻿ “p-boxes”).﻿ Probability﻿ bounds﻿ enable﻿ risk﻿ calculations﻿
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without﻿requiring﻿over-precise﻿assumptions﻿about﻿parameter﻿values﻿or﻿distribution﻿shape﻿(Van﻿den﻿




















Figure 6. Risk assessment graph for the probability of bankruptcy with less precise parameters (cf. Akcakaya, 1992)
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Figure 7. Risk assessment graph for the probability of bankruptcy with more precise parameter inputs (cf. Akcakaya, 1992)
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Figure 8. The user flow of the DSS aims to bring the decision-makers to a profitable business model through several iteration 
cycles before providing steps to improve operational efficiency and performance when using real farm data
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Figure 9. System processing structure for the DSS (cf. Shao et al., 2016)
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Figure 10. The DSS distributed architecture for database management with a core MySQL open-source database
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Figure 11. Knowledge base wiki-structure with categories of information discovered in an open-source repository
Figure 12. The ML structure is broken into three steps
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Figure 13. Window for project planning: building and location user inputs of the DSS, Map data from ©2019 Google
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Figure 14. Window for project planning: product selection and pricing
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Figure 15. Parameter editor that allows self-documentation for any field
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Default﻿ values﻿ depending﻿ on﻿ sizing﻿ are﻿ given﻿ for﻿ number﻿ of﻿ hours﻿ associated﻿ with﻿ labour﻿
costs﻿for﻿a﻿farm.﻿Decision﻿support﻿can﻿tell﻿users﻿exactly﻿what﻿data﻿they﻿should﻿collect﻿to﻿encourage﻿













Figure 16. Window for farm design: lighting systems for selecting and comparing lighting solutions ©2019 Intravision. Used 
with permission.
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processes﻿ (see﻿Zaraté﻿et﻿al.,﻿2019)﻿with﻿ templates﻿such﻿as﻿ the﻿ five-whys﻿ root-cause﻿analysis﻿ (see﻿
Serrat,﻿2017)﻿sourced﻿from﻿the﻿KB.
CoNCLUSIoN











Figure 17. Utility management window (cf. Kozai et al., 2015)
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Figure 18. Risk management window within the toolkit tab of the DSS
Figure 19. Sustainability-based productivity metrics window (cf. AVF, 2017)
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